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Volvo Cars and Varjo, a Finnish maker of high-end augmented-reality
headsets, have created a mixed-reality approach to evaluating prototypes,
designs and active safety technologies.
The collaboration will be further strengthened by the Volvo Cars Tech

Fund’s decision to invest in Varjo.
Volvo and Varjo have made it possible to drive a real car while wearing

a mixed-reality headset, seamlessly adding virtual elements or complete
features that seem real to both the driver and the car’s sensors, for
development purposes.
The Varjo XR-1 headset provides photorealistic mixed or virtual reality

at a high resolution. It uses high-definition cameras and enables mixed
reality. This allows designers and engineers to drive future cars and
evaluate all features in a simulation environment many years before they
exist.
Safety experts can drive real cars while wearing the headset at Volvo’s

research facilities in Sweden, testing virtual active safety systems imposed
via augmented reality on the real-life environment.
Eye-tracking technology embedded inside the XR-1 assesses how

drivers use a new functionality and whether they are distracted.

Volvo and Varjo augment reality

vehicle-electronics.biz @velectronicsmag

Synopsys and Elektrobit
(EB) are collaborating to
speed automotive elec-
tronic development using
virtual environments.

They are bringing to-
gether Synopsys virtu-
aliser development kits
(VDKs), EB operating
systems, development
and test tools, and expert-
ise to enable pre-silicon
and pre-ECU hardware
availability and software
development.

The combination can
accelerates testing cycles
and let automotive tier-
ones and OEMs transition
from physical to virtual
system testing.

“Automakers engaged
at the forefront of auto-
motive development are
faced with increased elec-
tronic hardware complex-
ity and software content
that needs to be delivered
within very challenging
development timelines,”
said Martin Schleicher,
EVP at EB. “Synopsys
and Elektrobit are provid-
ing technologies and ex-
pertise so automotive
engineers can start soft-
ware development earlier
and dramatically acceler-
ate system testing using
virtual ECUs.”

The VDKs deliver fast
simulation of ECU hard-
ware from processors to
full automotive electronic
systems. EB is using the
VDKs to port its Autosar
operating systems, featur-

ing EB Corbos and Tre-
sos products, to new auto-
motive processors from
semiconductor vendors
up to 12 months before
silicon availability.

They have established a
virtual development envi-

ronment demonstrator,
bringing together a virtual
ECU based on NXP’s
S32 automotive processor
with tools from EB and
Synopsys.

This enables system
analysis and visualisa-

tion, configuration and
update management, test
drivers, and system man-
agement. Automotive de-
velopers can thus increase
interactive software de-
bugging productivity and
accelerate testing cycles.

Synopsys and EB collaborate on virtual design

Three companies are
working together on
R&D to make solid-state
lidar suitable for auton-
omous driving by 2021.

Sensor supplier Austria
Microsystems (AMS),
lidar sensor firm Ibeo Au-
tomotive Systems and
mobility technology spe-
cialist ZF Friedrichshafen
have agreed to advance
solid-state lidar technol-
ogy for use in au-
tonomous driving and
other applications.

Lidar is an optical sens-
ing technology that meas-
ures distance and
direction of the surround-

ing objects by illuminat-
ing them with a laser and
detecting the reflection of
the object. Its range and
resolution properties can
complement radar and
cameras to enable SAE
level five or fully au-
tonomous driving.

AMS will provide auto-
motive-grade vertical
cavity surface emitting
laser (VCSEL) arrays and
drivers that are more reli-
able and stable than edge
emitters and LEDs.

“Lidar is already a key
technology in the auto-
motive sector, and to date
our leading products are

Lidar alliance hopes for
autonomous breakthrough

used with automotive
companies in Europe and
worldwide,” said Ulrich
Lages, CEO of Ibeo Au-
tomotive System. “The
combination of our
know-how with AMS’s
VCSEL technology will
create a tipping point for
solid-state lidar in the au-
tomotive sectors.”

Solid-state lidar means
no mechanical parts are
needed to steer the light
beam direction, improv-
ing reliability while re-
ducing complexity, size,
weight and cost.

“Being the first to mar-
ket with solid-state lidar
means AMS brings a
unique capability to Ibeo
and ZF,” said Alexander
Everke, CEO of AMS.
“Together with Ibeo’s
leading integration capa-
bility, coupled with its
deep experience in lidar,
we will be unmatched for
automotive manufactur-
ers in their quest to create
the mission-critical relia-
bility required for au-
tonomous driving.”Three companies hope for lidar breakthrough
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Omnivision partners Geo and
Fullhan on cabin monitoring
Omnivision is partnering
Geo Semiconductor and
Fullhan Microelectronics
to design automotive
cabin monitoring sys-
tems. The joint products
capture and process high-
quality RGB colour and
infra-red (IR) automotive
interior images, day and
night, with one camera.

Geo Semiconductor
specialises in video
processors for automotive
viewing cameras.

Its offering combines
Omnivision’s OV2778
2MP RGB-IR image sen-
sor with Geo’s GW5200,
which provides dedicated
hardware for processing
the RGB-IR sensor.

The result is high-qual-
ity video for machine
vision and viewing appli-
cations for detecting
objects and unattended
children, remote monitor-
ing, and recording in ride-
hailing and robo-taxi

vehicles.
“We partnered with

Omnivision because of its
leading pixel technolo-
gies and strong track
record in working with
automotive tier ones
around the globe,” said

John Casey, VP of mar-
keting at Geo.

Andy Hanvey, director
of automotive marketing
at Omnivision, added:
“Following the recent in-
troduction of our
OV2778 image sensor,
we saw the need to jointly
develop this and make it
easier for designers to
create high-value cabin
monitoring systems for
mainstream vehicles.”

Fullhan Microelectron-
ics provides chips and
devices for video
surveillance products. Its
joint offering combines
the OV2778 with Full-
han’s FH8310 image sig-
nal processor (ISP),
which provides dedicated
hardware for processing
the RGB-IR sensor.

The result is video for
machine vision in-cabin
monitoring systems
(IMS) and viewing appli-
cations.

“We partnered with
Omnivision because it
provides a mature RGB-
IR image sensor for IMS
that was readily adaptable
to our processor,” said
Shen Ma, VP of sales at
Fullhan.

Shu Meng, China re-
gional marketing director
at Omnivision, added:
“Fullhan provides a full-
service ISP offering for
China and other regions.

Joint offering from Fullhan and Omnivision

VI-Grade and Multimatic
are building a vehicle de-
velopment and simulation
centre in Detroit.

Due to open in the third
quarter of 2019, the Sim-
Center will be optimised
to meet demand for rapid
development of vehicle
systems with features
such as driver assistance
and autonomous opera-
tion. It will offer soft-
ware-in-the-loop (SiL)
and hardware-in-the-loop
(HiL) integration into an
overall driver-in-the-loop
(DiL) virtual world.

Bridging the gap be-

tween simulation and
real-world testing, the
centre is the result of an
expanded partnership be-
tween VI-Grade and Mul-
timatic and will house
North America’s first VI-
Grade DiM 250 driver-
in-motion platform.

The platform is based
on a patented mechanism
that incorporates nine
motion actuators, deliver-
ing an enlarged work-
space with high operating
stiffness. This platform’s
resultant ability to repro-
duce low and high fre-
quency excitations makes

it stand out as an engi-
neering tool for evaluat-
ing vehicle ride and
handling dynamics in the
virtual world.

“SimCenter is the next
evolutionary step in the
development of our com-
pany and its products,”
said Michael Guttilla,
EVP of engineering at
Multimatic. “The tech-
nology that VI-Grade has
been able to develop with
its driver-in-motion sys-
tem is extraordinary and
Multimatic couldn’t be
more excited to bring
DiM to the USA.”

Multimatic and VI-Grade build sim centre
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Siemens has introduced a
pre-silicon validation en-
vironment to speed the
development of auton-
omous vehicle platforms.

Called Pave 360, it pro-
vides an environment for
multi-supplier collabora-
tion across the ecosystem
for developing automo-
tive chips. It also extends
digital twin simulation
beyond processors to in-
clude hardware and soft-
ware subsystems, full
vehicle models, sensor
fusion, traffic flows and
the simulation of smart
cities through which self-
driving cars will travel.

“Pave 360 represents
the first output of an inno-
vation process born from
the combination of
Mentor and Siemens em-
ployees, ideas and tech-
nologies two years ago,”
said Ravi Subramanian
from Siemens-subsidiary
Mentor. “Pave 360 from
Siemens delivers a com-
prehensive programme to
support the deep, cross-
ecosystem collaboration
necessary for our cus-
tomers to develop power-
ful custom silicon and
software to power the au-
tonomous vehicles revo-
lution.”

The programme enables
capabilities for full,
closed-loop validation of
the sensing, decision-
making and actuating par-
adigm at the heart of
automated driving sys-
tems. This principle
hinges on rigorous pre-
silicon validation of de-
terministic rules-based
and non-deterministic AI-
based approaches to safe
self-driving in the context
of the full digital twin.

With Pave 360, chip de-
sign can be democratised,
so car makers, chip mak-
ers, tier one suppliers,
software houses and other

vendors can collaborate
on the development and
customisation of complex
silicon devices for au-
tonomous vehicles. It de-
livers a robust platform
for this collaboration,
helping speed chip design
and software validation,
and enabling the creation
of model-specific silicon
for self-driving cars.

The design-simulation-
emulation package scales
from individual blocks of
a SoC’s IP, to hardware
and software on the SoCs,
to vehicle subsystems,
and up through deploy-
ment in smart cities.

Validation project speeds autonomous research

Via Technologies demon-
strated a smartphone
driver assistance app dur-
ing last month’s Compu-
tex in Taipei.

Via-AI is an open
source driver assistance
app that supports adaptive
cruise control, lane keep-
ing assist and Can bus in-
tegration functions. It
enables the development
of driver assistance capa-
bilities for selected vehi-
cles using an Android
smartphone and hardware
connectors.

Via will make the
source code, documenta-
tion and accessories
available on its platform
due to launch next month.

“As the first company
in the world to enable ad-
vanced level-two driver
assistance functions on a
smartphone, our mission
is to accelerate the devel-
opment of self-driving
applications that leverage
the capabilities of the
world’s most ubiquitous
mobile device,” said

Richard Brown, vice
president of Via Tech-
nologies. “With our forth-
coming Via-AI platform,
we are committed to
building a vibrant ecosys-
tem for developers, en-
thusiasts, and industry
partners to create innova-
tive apps and services that
boost driver safety and
convenience.”

Via-AI features adas
technologies used in the
firm’s Mobile 360 in-
vehicle systems for com-
mercial installations, in-
cluding public trans-
portation, mining and ex-
cavation, and auton-
omous delivery robots.

Mobile 360 in-vehicle
systems are available in
flexible configurations
that can be customised for
driver assistance, situa-
tional awareness and
autonomous driving ap-
plications with support
for 360˚ video monitor-
ing, adas, driver manage-
ment systems, NVR and
sensor fusion.

Via app turns smartphone into driver assistant

Via puts driver help
on smartphone app

Daimler Trucks has set up
the Autonomous Technol-
ogy Group, a global org-
anisation for automated
driving, bringing together
expertise and activities.

Starting this month, it
has as its main tasks over-
all strategy of the auto-
mated driving roadmap,
including research and
development heading to-
wards the series produc-
tion of highly automated
trucks to SAE level four.

The group is part of the
lorry maker’s effort to put
highly automated lorries
on the roads within a
decade. To achieve this, it
announced an investment
of €500m in January.

“We are the pioneer for
automated trucks,” said
Martin Daum, board
member at Daimler.
“With the new unit, we
will maximise the effec-
tiveness of our automated
driving efforts and the
impact of our investments
in this key strategic tech-
nology. We will therefore
be in the perfect position

to put highly automated
driving onto the roads.”

Peter Vaughan Schmidt,
who is head of strategy
for Daimler Trucks, is
leading the organisation.
Schmidt has 15 years’ ex-
perience in the industry
and was responsible for
developing Daimler
Trucks’ strategy on auto-
mated vehicles.

“With the Autonomous
Technology Group, we
are bringing together our
global experts and their
vast knowledge in auto-
mated trucking,” said
Schmidt.

In the first stage, the
group will focus on use
cases of highly automated
driving between defined
hubs in the USA.

Software development
will be one of the group’s
key activities. The vehicle
project will be responsi-
ble for the redundancy in
the chassis enabling the
vehicle’s systems to take
over roles of a profes-
sional driver while on the
road, improving safety.

Daimler Trucks sets up
automated tech group

Daimler automated lorry
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A steering wheel devel-
oped by Jaguar Land
Rover could help keep
drivers’ eyes on the road
by using heat to tell them
when to turn left or right.

The research, in part-
nership with Glasgow
University, has created a
sensory steering wheel,
parts of which can be
quickly heated and cooled
to inform drivers where to
turn, when to change lane
or to warn of an ap-
proaching junction. This
could be particularly use-
ful when visibility is re-
duced through poor
weather or the layout of
the road.

The technology has also
been applied to the gear-
shift paddles to indicate
when hand over from the
driver to autonomous
control in future self-dri-
ving vehicles is complete.

Driver distraction is a
major contributor to road
accidents around the
world and accounts for
ten per cent of all fatal
crashes in the USA alone.
Jaguar Land Rover’s re-
search suggests thermal
cues could be a way to
keep drivers fully focused
on the road.

The cues work on both
sides of the steering
wheel, indicating the

Sensory steering
wheel keeps
eyes on the road

direction to turn by rap-
idly warming or cooling
one side by a difference
of up to 6˚C. For comfort
a driver could adjust the
range of temperature
change.

Studies have shown
temperature-based in-
structions could also be
used for non-urgent noti-
fications, where vibra-
tions could be deemed
unnecessarily attention
grabbing, for example as
a warning when fuel is
running low, or for up-
coming events, such as
points of interest. Ther-
mal cues can also be used
where audio feedback
would be deemed too dis-
ruptive to cabin conversa-
tions or media playback.

“Safety is a number one
priority for Jaguar Land
Rover and we are com-
mitted to continuously
improving our vehicles
with the latest technolog-
ical developments as well
as preparing the business
for a self-driving future,”
said Alexandros Mouza-
kitis, Jaguar Land Rover
electrical research senior
manager. “The sensory
steering wheel is all part
of this vision, with ther-
mal cues able to reduce
the amount of time driv-

ers have to take their eyes
off the road.

“Research has shown
people readily understand
the heating and cooling
dynamics to denote direc-
tions and the subtlety of
temperature change can
be perfect for certain
feedback that doesn’t re-
quire a more intrusive
audio or vibration-based
cue.”

The research is part of a
study undertaken by Pa-
trizia Di Campli San Vito
at Glasgow University.

Heat applied to the steering wheel tells
drivers which way to turn

No single company has
all the pieces of the future
automotive puzzle on the
journey towards au-
tonomous driving, ac-
cording to Michelle
Avary, head of au-
tonomous and urban mo-
bility at the World
Economic Forum, follow-
ing the merger of Fiat
Chrysler and Renault.

“We expect more merg-
ers and acquisitions in the
automotive space as the
industry grapples with
colliding trends,” she
said. “Successful partner-
ships will be the ones

where each partner fills in
critical gaps. Ideally,
merged companies will
be able to offer a full
model line up to address
differing global tastes,
will have a strong pres-
ence in China, and will be
a leader in autonomous
and alternative power-
train research.”

She said the market was
slowing, and car prefer-
ences around the globe
were shifting from large
trucks and SUVs to small
efficient EVs. This is
complicating production
efficiencies.

“We are also seeing
heavy investment needs
for battery powertrains
and autonomous driving,”
she said. “Business mod-
els are shifting from sell-
ing products to providing
services and addressing
the needs for the world’s
largest market, China.”

The World Economic
Forum has launched the
Global Autonomous &
Urban Mobility Council
to find common policy
ground between countries
and businesses. The
council has 40 members
around the world with co-

chairs from China, Japan
and the USA.

“We are bringing to-
gether dozens of experts,
academics, executives
and policymakers to our
office in San Francisco to
design how emerging
technology can be gov-
erned for the benefit of
society,” said Avary. “It
will be the first interna-
tional organisation per-
forming these duties.”

The $40bn merger
could take one to two
years to complete and
will create the world’s
third largest car maker.

Fiat Chrysler-Renault just the start, says WEF

A shift to a single domi-
nant ECU from the
current decentralised ap-
proach could deliver
manufacture cost savings
of up to $500 per vehicle,
according to a study by
Ricardo Strategic Con-
sulting.

The study covers the
evolution that will be re-
quired of vehicle EE ar-
chitectures, not only the
additional sensors and
processing required but

also the fact the ECU de-
signs must not be obso-
lete by the time a vehicle
is released on the market.

“There are already sev-
eral companies working
in partnership on central
controls, incorporating
the knowledge of OEMs
and cutting-edge tech
companies, which will be
key to the future of cen-
tralised systems,” said
James Passemard, global
managing director for Ri-

cardo Strategic Consult-
ing. “These will deliver
significant design and de-
velopment cost savings,
yet will handle the in-
creases in the number of
sensors and the process-
ing power required for L3
to L5 autonomy.”

Ricardo will be reveal-
ing more details of the
study at its Advanced
Mobility 2025 conference
from 18th to 19th June in
Detroit.

Move to single ECU could save $500 per vehicle
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HCC Embedded’s Safe-
FTL failsafe flash transla-
tion layer has been tested
and verified for the entire
range of automotive-
grade SPI NAND flash
memory products from
Micron Technology.

This helps automotive
designers ensure the reli-
able storage of data to the
NAND flash.

HCC tested the 1, 2, 4
and 8Gbit flash devices
with 1.8 and 3.3V inter-
faces. These devices op-
erate from -40 to +105˚C.
To test the memory de-

vices, HCC mounted
them on an SD form fac-
tor board for a straightfor-
ward interface to
development boards with
SD card slot support for
SPI communications.

“HCC has a 15-year
track record in failsafe
NAND flash management
and fail safety, and we’ve
put in the extra time and
effort to test the Micron
automotive NAND devices
individually to validate
them for use with our
SafeFTL product,” said
HCC CEO Dave Hughes.

“Automotive engineers –
and any engineers look-
ing for reliable storage
using SPI NAND flash –
can use our field-proven
failsafe flash translation
layer to bring added relia-
bility to their designs.”

SafeFTL can be inte-
grated with any embed-
ded system, independent
of rtos, to allow an array
of NAND devices or a sin-
gle device to be seen as a
dependable logical array
of sectors by the host ap-
plication. This is typi-
cally, but not necessarily,

HCC validates SafeFTL
for Micron flash memory

a file system. When used
with HCC’s various fail-
safe file systems, com-
plete and reliable storage
can be presented to auto-
motive applications.

Using SafeFTL, the op-
erations on the flash can
be managed by the host
system to guarantee de-
terministic execution time
such that there are no un-
expected stalls when
managing the NAND flash.

HCC mounts SPI NAND
on SD form factor

Infineon has joined Volk-
swagen’s Fast (future au-
tomotive supply tracks)
supplier network.

The semiconductor
company is contributing
in the move towards elec-
tric drivetrains by car
makers. Its power mod-
ules control the electric
drive in VW’s MEB mod-
ular electric drive matrix.

As part of Fast, Infi-
neon and Volkswagen
will discuss future semi-
conductor requirements.

“Together with our cus-
tomers, we want to ensure
that electro-mobility be-
comes part of people’s
everyday life,” said Peter
Schiefer, president of In-
fineon’s automotive divi-
sion. “Together with
Volkswagen, we can
identify requirements
early on and create inno-
vations that increase the
range of electric vehicles
or reduce charging times,
for example.”

In 2018, 15 of the 20
top-selling electric mod-
els and plug-in hybrid ve-
hicles worldwide used
Infineon components.
The chip maker’s prod-
ucts range from the bare
die, discrete components,
chips embedded in
printed circuit boards, to
power modules; the port-
folio includes products
based on silicon as well
as on silicon carbide.

“Cooperation with

Infineon joins VW Fast scheme
strong partners is a key
factor for the success of
our electric offensive,”
said Michael Baecker
from Volkswagen. “Our
e-models feature tech-
nologies and ideas from
the most innovative com-
panies in our industry.”

Volkswagen intends to
launch almost 70 e-mod-
els and build 22 million e-
vehicles over the next ten
years. Most of them will
be based on the MEB.

To cater for growing de-
mand for power electron-
ics in the automotive
industry, Infineon is ex-
panding its production ca-

Peter Schiefer: “We can identify
requirements early on.”

pacities at its plants in
Dresden and Kulim,
Malaysia. Over the com-
ing years, the company is
also investing €1.6bn in

a new factory to produce
power semiconductors in
Villach, Austria, sched-
uled to go into operation
in 2021.

Vector says it is simplify-
ing the introduction of
Autosar Adaptive through
its model-based EE de-
velopment environment
Preevision, which sup-
ports users in expanding
software and hardware ar-
chitectures with the capa-
bilities of the Autosar
Adaptive platform.

The Adaptive platform

expands to meet the
demands of current auto-
motive trends such as
autonomous driving,
electrification and con-
nectivity. Thereby it
transforms the established
EE development process
in many aspects.

The most significant
change sees signal-based
communication replaced

by a service-oriented de-
sign. C++ instead of C as
the programming lan-
guage for adaptive appli-
cations and a Posix-based
operating system such as
Linux for adaptive ECUs
are further shifts.

The model-based engi-
neering environment
Preevision can help the
user take the first steps in
using Autosar Adaptive.

A system approach al-
lows the integration of
adaptive ECUs or appli-
cations into existing ar-
chitectures by using the
same tools as for Autosar
Classic. The software dia-
grams support the model-
ling of adaptive appli-
cations; in the hardware

network diagram users
can connect high-perfor-
mance machines with the
existing domain-specific
ECUs via Ethernet.

Preevision also has ded-
icated tools to design and
model the specifics for
Autosar Adaptive. Serv-
ice interfaces as a basic
method of service-ori-
ented architectures can be
modelled in class dia-
grams. And the recently
added state chart diagram
can help visualise states
and transitions for ma-
chines and processes.

Finally, Preevision pro-
vides a dedicated user in-
terface that leads the user
step by step to an Au-
tosar-compliant model.Preevision design workflow for Autosar Adaptive

Vector guides users through Autosar Adaptive
South Korean firm
Mando is supplying adas
equipment to the Mahin-
dra utility vehicle manu-
facturer in India, where
the market for compact
cars is growing rapidly
and the government plans
to make it obligatory to
mount adas by 2023.

Mando won the order
for the front radar and the
front camera for au-
tonomous emergency
braking. The devices will
be developed for India’s
uneven road conditions.

Efforts will be made to
detect large animals by
using the big data col-
lected through Mando’s
R&D centres in India.

Mando adas
to MahindraUK test and validation

company Millbrook has
expanded its adas and
connected and au-
tonomous vehicle (CAV)
test capabilities with a se-
cure test facility and a
range of equipment for
performing Euro NCap
2020 and many non-stan-
dard CAV and adas tests.

The facility has 1.1km-
long three-lane motorway
and two-lane A-road test
track layouts designed to
Euro NCap and ECE
R130 specifications. It
also has a junction
marked out to the latest
Euro NCap specification
and 250m-radius curves
specified within ECE
R79.03 for testing auto-

matically commanded
steering functions.

Millbrook also has the
UK’s first independent
small pilotable platform,
LaunchPad, used to rep-
resent vulnerable road
users (VRUs) and pow-
ered two wheelers. And it
has a guided vehicle tar-
get allowing vehicle-to-
vehicle test scenarios,
along with more complex
scenarios involving a car
and a VRU.

Tests are conducted in a
safe and secure environ-
ment with high repeata-
bility, accuracy and
control. Millbrook tests a
range of vehicles includ-
ing passenger cars, lorries
and buses.

Millbrook expands CAV testing
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Silicon Valley firm Aeva
is building sensing sys-
tems for autonomous ve-
hicles being developed by
Aid-Autonomous Intelli-
gent Driving, a subsidiary
of Audi and the centre of
excellence for Volkswa-
gen’s autonomous driving
system.

Aid will develop and
equip Aid’s Audi E-Tron
test vehicles in Munich
with its 4D lidar technol-
ogy.

“Aeva represents an-
other important step in
our goal to drive fully au-
tonomously across urban
areas within the next few
years,” said Alexandre
Haag, Aid’s CTO.
“Aeva’s 4D lidar technol-
ogy is a clear top choice
for perception with its
unique combination of
long range, instantaneous
velocity measurements at
cm/s precision and ro-
bustness to interferences
in a single package.”

Unlike most conven-
tional time-of-flight lidar
technology where high-
power pulses of light are
used and the flight time
for each pulse is meas-
ured to create a 3D map
of the environment,
Aeva’s sensing technol-
ogy is based on light in-
terference and uses
continuous low-power

Audi turns to Aeva
for lidar technology

laser to sense instant ve-
locity of every point per
frame, at ranges up to
300m.

This produces a 4D
map of the environment
and, in particular, the ve-
locity information en-
hances the detection and
classification of pedestri-
ans and other critical ob-
jects. The technology is
also free from interfer-

ence from other sensors
or sunlight.

“From early on, it was
crucial for us to work
closely with a seasoned
strategic partner that
could help us showcase
the impact of our 4D
lidar’s differentiating fea-
tures in unblocking the
limitations of current per-
ception,” said Mina Rezk,
Aeva co-founder. “Over

the past year we’ve
worked closely with Aid
and VW group engineer-
ing teams through a com-
prehensive validation
process towards meeting
the requirements of the
next urban autonomous
driving system.”

Aeva’s system is scala-
ble by design, with the in-
tegration of all core
optical components on its
proprietary chip, which is
a critical requirement for
Aid’s mass scale goal.

“Audi’s Aid is an excel-
lent strategic partner for
Aeva,” said Soroush
Salehian, Aeva co-
founder. “Its position as
the centre of excellence
for autonomous driving
within VW group has
provided us with invalu-
able feedback to continue
developing our product
for mass scale. We are ex-
cited to work alongside
Aid towards realising a
truly differentiated au-
tonomous mobility sys-
tem that is safe, simple
and scalable in the next
couple of years.”

Audi test vehicle using Aeva lidar technology

Saar. “Following a rigor-
ous evaluation, the Ca-
dence LPDDR4/4X phy
and controller subsystem
has been certified by
SGS-TÜV Saar in accor-
dance with the ISO 26262
standard and is Asil C
ready, allowing SoC de-
signers to use this high-
performance subsystem
as a critical design ele-
ment in Asil C systems.”

Cadence’s LPDDR4/4X
memory IP subsystem,
using TSMC’s 16nm Fin-
Fet Compact technology,
has achieved ISO 26262
Asil C certification from
SGS-TÜV Saar.

The certification con-
firms the IP is complete
and ready for use by those
creating SoCs for adas

and levels three and four
autonomous driving.

“High-performance
memory subsystems are
essential elements in adas
and autonomous driving
applications and must be
developed to meet more
stringent requirements,”
said Wolfgang Ruf, prod-
uct manager at SGS-TÜV

Cadence certification
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The announcement early this
year that Autosar and
Misra – two of the most

commonly used coding standards
in automotive design – are to be
combined has put the spotlight on
the ever-increasing realisation that
consistently high quality and safe
code is a priority for the
automotive industry.
Development of connected and

autonomous vehicles is bringing
functional safety concerns to the
fore. Attention is turning to
software development, which is
often the point at which security
risks can occur. Coding standards
such as Autosar and Misra exist to
prevent those vulnerabilities being
created.
Of course, automotive

development is increasingly
dependent on software for a wide
variety of functions, such as
cruise control, driver assistance
and vehicle-to-vehicle
communications. Amodern car
already contains many ECUs and
over 100 million lines of code –
more than the Mars Rover or F-35
fighter jet – and that number is
only going to grow in the era of
the connected, more autonomous
vehicle, because the
accompanying communications
and control software will become
more complex and the overall
codebase even bigger.

C++
In turn, the growing volume and
complexity of code has led
developers to rely more on the
C++ programming language,
which provides a lot of design
flexibility and scope for
innovation. That’s the good news.
The bad news is that this

CODE COMFORT
Richard Bellairs explains why coding standards
matter more than ever in automotive development

flexibility also gives more scope
for coding errors and, in turn,
security flaws.
A common example is when a

programme is receiving data
without any checks in place to
ensure the input buffer cannot
overflow. Someone could design
an input, or payload, containing
malicious code. This is just one of
numerous examples.
Of course, the automotive

industry is not ignoring the
problem. Bug hunts, often
involving white hat hackers
commissioned by automotive
manufacturers, are designed to
find and proactively fix problems.
While these arguably have their
place, it is far better to put in
place stringent mechanisms to
prevent those problems occurring
in the first place. This is where
coding standards come into play.

Coding standards 101
Coding standards such as Misra,
Autosar and Cert provide rules to
prevent problems such as buffer
overflow and other code
vulnerabilities occurring during
the development process. A
collaboration between vehicle
manufacturers, component
suppliers and engineering
consultancies, Misra is probably
the best known in the automotive

industry. It has been around since
the late nineties and is used in
other safety-critical and
compliance-driven industries, not
just automotive design.
Oriented towards more modern

versions of C++, Autosar is a
partnership of more than 180
companies with the common aim
to standardise open architectures
for automotive software and
embedded systems development.

The introduction of its Adaptive
platform a couple of years ago
specifically addresses the needs of
connected vehicles and more
autonomous driving. Both Misra
and Autosar support compliance
with the functional safety
requirements of ISO 26262 part 6.
Misra now plans to merge the

Autosar coding standard into the
Misra C++ standard. This will
mean one single source of truth
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for best-practice programming in
C++. So, in terms of
administration and investment,
there will be immediate benefits,
plus developers will hopefully get
the best of both worlds: the vast
volumes of knowledge within
Misra, plus the C++, autonomous
and connected car expertise
within Autosar.

In practice
Existing Misra C++ users will be

able to use a more recent version
of the C++ programming
language, with all the additional
sophistication and flexibility it
brings. C++ has changed a great
deal since Misra C++ was
published back in 2008. For
Autosar users, they will have
access to rules that have been
reviewed by the vast Misra
community worldwide, which
expands far beyond the
automotive industry. There may

be some further tweaks and
changes to follow.
Regardless of the coding

standard being used, it is vital to
look beyond the theoretical
benefits of following them and to
focus on what that means in
practice. While coding standards
put in place a framework to which
developers can safely work, the
last thing anyone wants is for
anything to get in the way of fast
innovation. Giving developers yet

one more task is not going to go
down well. That said, easy steps
such as adoption of a clear code
culture – where code becomes
easier for others to understand, for
example through clear and
simpler naming – provide benefits
that outweigh the effort involved.

Automation
While there will almost certainly
always be a role for peer-based
code reviews, given the sheer

volume of code involved in any
automotive project, reducing
manual dependency in favour of
automation is the most viable way
forward. One example is
automated code inspection, or
static code analysis, whereby a
large codebase is continually
verified in background, automatic
mode, without any intervention
required from the developer.
These tools are better at finding

defects compared with relying on

human interpretation. They detect
real flaws early, such as a
dataflow bug that might otherwise
be hard to spot.
Unearthing problems early in

the development process also
reduces work down the line,
particularly the subsequent load
on testing processes traditionally
carried out by QA or test
engineers. This is all part of the
shift left and continuous testing
trends, whereby testing takes
place both early and throughout
the development process.

Supporting compliance
The best static code analysis tools
integrate with version control and
issue tracking systems to establish
a record of every version of a file,
providing an historic view of who
did what, when, where and how.
Beyond code, this can include
documentation, diagrams and
various other design artefacts,
whether in-house or from external
contributors. As a result,
demonstrating compliance with
the ISO 26262 functional safety
standards becomes simpler and
less time-consuming.
Achieving a balance between

innovations, cost and fast time-to-
market while not compromising
safety, continues to be the
challenge facing the automotive
industry during one of the most
exciting yet potentially volatile
periods in its history.

Richard Bellairs
is product
marketing
manager for
Perforce
Software

Automotive development is increasingly
dependent on software for a variety of functions
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In high reliability, high
performance applications,
such as electrical and hybrid

vehicles, isolated gate drivers
need to ensure the isolation barrier
stays intact under all
circumstances. The power density
of modern power converters and
inverters is rising due to the
continuous improvement of Si-
mosfets and IGBTs and the
introduction of GaN and SiC
technologies.

MAXIMUM POWER

Bernhard Strzalkowski
investigates a gate driver’s

isolation withstand performance
through the intentional destruction of

IGBT mosfet power switches

Therefore, new, highly
integrated, isolated and robust
gate drivers are needed. Those
drivers must provide a small form
factor because the electrical
isolation is already integrated on
the driver chip. This electrical
isolation can be performed by
integrated high voltage
microtransformers or capacitors.
One unpredictable system fault

can cause damage to, and the
explosion of, power switches or

even of the whole power inverter.
Therefore, gate driver isolation
safety performance needs to be
investigated for high power
density inverters. The isolation
reliability must be tested and
validated, in the worst case, when
power switches destruct.

Introduction
An inverter’s bank capacitor of
several thousand µF will be
rapidly discharged in the worst
case, when the high power mosfet
or IGBT fails. The released
energy causes mosfet and IGBT
damage, package explosion, and
plasma exit into the environment.
One part of the energy flows into
the gate-driver circuit causing
electrical overstress. Due to
extremely high power density, the
driver chip should be constructed
to maintain electrical isolation
even if the chip itself fails.

Construction
Chip-scale isolation adapts the
planar microtransformer approach
to provide electrical isolation. It is
fabricated using wafer-level
techniques and configured in a
semiconductor component form
factor. A channel consisting of
two ICs can be combined with
chip-scale transformers (Fig. 1).
An insulation layer provides the
isolation barrier to separate the
top and bottom coils of each
transformer (Fig. 2).
Digital isolators use a minimum

of 20µm thick polyimide
insulating layers between planer
transformer coils that are part of
the wafer fabrication process. This
manufacturing process allows for
the isolation elements to be
integrated with any foundry
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Fig. 1: Chip arrangement of mosfet half-bridge driver

Fig. 2: Microtransformer cross
section

Fig. 5: An EOS circuit in worst case, when the energy is applied
directly to the input and output chips

Fig. 4: Layout of the EOS circuit when used to determine the
energy limit for isolation withstand

Fig. 3: Layout of the EOS circuit when used to measure the impact
of power switch destruction on isolation withstand

Fig. 6: Graph of the waveform created by damaging a switch with
no driver destruction observed

Fig. 7: Graph of the waveform created by damaging a switch in
parallel in which the gate driver failed

semiconductor process at low cost
and with excellent quality and
reliability. The cross section in
Fig. 2 shows the turns of the top
and bottom coils separated by the
thick polyimide layer.
A split lead-frame within the

package completes the isolation.
When a gate driver output chip is
damaged due to a power switch
explosion, the internal chip
partitioning and arrangement must
ensure the isolation layer remains
intact. Several protection
measures have been implemented
to ensure gate driver isolation
survival:

• Properly dimensioning the
external circuit to limit energy
flow into the gate driver chip;
• Appropriate placement of output
transistors on the driver chip;

• Appropriate placement of
microtransformer on the chip; and
• Appropriate arrangement
control and driver chip inside of
the package.

The internal chip arrangement
gate driver (Fig. 1) exhibits one
example of chip placement
avoiding breakdown of the
electrical isolation during extreme
electrical overstress.

Destructive test
A test circuit with two voltage
levels of 385 and 750V was built
to emulate real power inverter
conditions. The voltage level
385V is very common in a system
requiring power factor correction
with a 110 or 230VAC grid. The
voltage level of 750V is common
in high power inverters used in
drive applications using switches
with a rated breakdown voltage of
1200V.
In the destructive test, one

inverter leg, consisting of a power
switch and an appropriate driver,
was turned on until the switch
failed. The waveform during
destruction was recorded to
determine the energy level
flowing into the gate driver chip.
Several protection measures were
investigated to limit the
destruction energy flowing into

the gate driver circuit. Several
types of IGBTs and mosfets were
used in the destructive tests.

Test circuit
For the IGBT and mosfet driver
electrical overstress (EOS) tests, a
circuit very close to real-world
conditions was set up. The circuit
included capacitors and resistors
reasonable for inverters in the
power range of 5 to 20kW. For
gate resistor Rg, axial type, 2W
rated power metal resistors were
used. One blocking diode, D1,
was applied to avoid energy
reversing from the high voltage
circuit into the external power
supply. This also reflected
realistic conditions, as floating
power supplies include at least
one rectifier, that is, bootstrap
circuit. The high voltage supply
charged the block electrolyte
capacitance by a circuit including
a charge resistor, Rch, and one
switch, S1.
For the EOS test, a turn-on

signal of 500µs was applied to
control input VIA or VIB. This
turn-on signal, which was
transmitted via the microisolation,
caused a short condition and
destruction of the power
transistor, T1. In some cases,
transistor package explosions
were observed.
Four power switch types at two

voltage levels were used to
simulate inverter damage. The
first test for a particular switch
type was performed without, and
then with, a power limiting
circuit. To limit energy flowing
into the driver circuit during the
damage phase, Zener diode Dz
(1.3W) was applied directly to the
driver output pin for some tests.
Different values of gate resistors



isolation withstand of the
integrated gate driver. Even if the
driver was damaged due to an
excess of energy flowing into the
output chip, only local and limited
molten areas occurred. The energy
excess was directed via the p-mos
driver transistor into the blocking
capacitors. Thus, the molten areas
occurred in the p-mos region only.
The chip arrangement does not

allow diffusion of molten areas
into the control chip, which
includes the galvanically isolated
signal transformer. To limit the
energy flowing into the driver
output, a Zener diode can be used.
The Zener diode in combination

with an appropriate gate resistor
can protect the gate driver during
the power switch damage phase. It
is possible to design the gate
resistor to manage power
dissipation during regular work
and to separate the driver from the
power switches during their
destruction. When high voltage is
directly applied into the chip, the
gate resistor acts as a fuse. The
resistor limits chip damage to
small molten areas around the
output power switch.
In the worst case, when

unlimited energy was applied to

the output chip, limited molten
area in the vicinity of the driver’s
output pin occurred. This test did
not impact the isolation withstand.
In the worst case on the primary
side, when the supply voltage rose
significantly above the absolute
maximum rating, a limited molten
area surrounding the supply
voltage pin was observed. There
was no sign of weakening of the
isolation in any electrical
overstress test.
A high-voltage isolation test,

performed afterwards, confirmed
the withstand performance of the
electrical microisolation. The
appropriate chip construction, as
well as the chip arrangement
inside the driver package, avoided
proliferation of the destructive
energy into the high-voltage
isolation layer of the
microtransformer.

Bernhard
Strzalkowski is
a product
applications
engineer in the
communication
business unit of
Analog Devices
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Fig. 11: Input control chip photo showing damaged areas during
the test; the energy applied to the circuit created a very limited
molten region surrounding the VDD1 pin and no damage of the
isolation was observed

Fig. 8: Gate driver chip photo
showing the damaged area
during the test; only the
appearance of a small molten
area on the output chip
occurred and no damage of the
isolation was detected

Fig. 9: Gate driver chip photo
showing damaged areas during
the test; extreme electrical
overstress did not destroy the
control chip and no damage of
the isolation was detected

Fig. 10: Gate driver chip photo
showing damaged areas during
the test; the unlimited energy
applied to the output driver
destroyed the circuitry;
remarkable molten area but no
damage of the isolation was
observed

have been investigated as well.

Direct gate driver
Another test simulating the worst-
case condition was performed,
wherein the destructive energy
was applied directly to the input
and output chips of the gate
driver. During this destructive
test, the fully charged bulk
capacitor was directly connected
to the output pin of the gate driver
(Fig. 4). This test exhibited the
worst possible overstress, and thus
examined the isolation withstand
capability. The energy flowed
directly into the driver circuit
while the gate resistor was the
only power-limiting device. The
relay, S2, coupled the high voltage
into the gate driver output circuit.
The worst-case test without any

devices limiting energy flow into
the input and output chips is

presented in Fig. 5. The direct
application of high voltage 750V
via switch S1 into the output chip
represents the worst-case
condition, when the intermediate
high voltage 750V is directed to
the driver chip without an energy
limiting gate resistor.
Another possible worst case

exhibits the application of
excessive supply voltage to the
control chip on the primary side
of the driver. The maximum
recommended input supply
voltage is 5.5V. If the DC-DC
converter generating input voltage
loses regulation, its output voltage
could increase. In case of lost
regulation, the converter’s output
voltage can increase by a factor of
two to three for state-of-the-art
DC-DC converters.
Energy applied into the input

chip is limited and, as always,

other devices, such as resistors,
power switches and inductors, are
in place. Those devices impede
the energy flow into the control
chip. A supply voltage of 15V
with current limit 1.5A was
chosen for realistic simulation of
the DC-DC converter
malfunction.

Destruction behaviour
The destructive tests showed
different waveforms experiencing
power switch damage. Fig. 6
presents the waveforms for a
superjunction mosfet. The time
period between turn-on and chip
destruction was approximately
100µs. Very limited current
flowed into the driver chip, which
withstood the overstress. For the
same test condition, a standard
mosfet caused significantly higher

gate current and overvoltage
resulting in driver destruction, as
presented in Fig. 7.

Chip damage
Partial encapsulation of gate
drivers shows similar chip
damages for different switches
and different test conditions. Fig.
8 shows the damage for a p-
mosfet based output driver stage.
The test at a bulk voltage 750V
caused an IGBT explosion, as
well as the destruction of limiting
devices Rg and DZ; however,
only a small molten area very
close to the bond wire of pin
VDDA is visible. The gate
overcurrent during the damage
phase flowed via the intrinsic
diode of the p-mosfet into the
100µF capacitor. Due to current
crowding, the area close to the
bond wire melted. No further
driver chip damage and no
isolation damage on the control
chip was observed.
Fig. 9 shows molten areas

during the test where a high
voltage of 150V was directly
applied to the driver chip. The
electrical isolation of the control
chip survived this extreme
overstress test.
The worst case on the primary

side exhibits the application of
excessive supply voltage to the
control chip. Thus, in one test, a
supply voltage of 15V was
applied to the VDD1 pin (Fig. 5),
which significantly exceeds the
absolute maximum rating of 7.0V.
The photo in Fig. 11 shows
molten areas in the chip in the
vicinity of the VDD1 pin.

Conclusion
Destructive tests of power
switches do not impact the
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OUT OF THE DARK
Christian Schäfer discusses the role
of power supply and data transmission
in autonomous driving

Central driver assistance controllers such as the one
in the Audi A8 could take over gateway functions
for internal and external data traffic

Today‘s electrical and
electronic (EE)
architectures are not

prepared for the high bandwidths
and redundancy requirements of
future automated and autonomous
driving. Autonomous vehicles are
information rich and are
increasingly defined by software,
which is generating vast amounts
of data to train its artificially
intelligent (AI) algorithms – all
fundamental ingredients needed
for cars to drive themselves safely
without any human assistance.
The EE architecture of a vehicle

defines the relationship between
its software, hardware and

computing power. It’s all well and
good collecting data to advance
autonomous driving systems, but
without the right infrastructure in
place to process the data, they
can’t be analysed in real time to
improve the driver’s experience
and safety. It’s clear that
traditional approaches to vehicle
architecture are no longer viable
as autonomous cars have become
a reality.
A forward-looking approach to a

vehicle’s architecture and
networking is needed which
allows the successive integration
of innovative electronic
components. In about five years,

vehicles with this new EE
architecture could be driving on
the road fully automated at Level
4. Around 2025 they could drive
autonomously at Level 5.

Surroundings
The electronic value share in
automobiles will rise from about
20% in 2010 to about 50% in
2030. For Level 4 automobiles,
the data volume will increase
tenfold compared with today’s
Level 2 vehicles. The increasing
automation of driving functions
and the forced electrification of
the power unit – with many new
and additional sensors, advanced
driving functions, functional
requirements and redundancies in
the EE architecture – are
confronting engineers with an
increasingly complex system that
is more and more difficult to
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Smart vehicle architecture

Power supply and data transmission in autonomous vehicles

control.
Up to now, functional

extensions in automobiles have
been addressed by a linear,
proportional extension of the
vehicle’s electrical system.
However, this simple addition of
new functions and hardware
components to the existing EE
architecture now reaches its
limits. The wiring systems are
simply becoming too heavy, too
large and too expensive.
Today, the EE architecture is the

third heaviest subsystem in the
vehicle following body and
powertrain. In fully equipped
luxury vehicles, the wiring
harness alone and without control
units can exceed 50kg and consist
of more than 4500 individual
cables.
The mass and space

requirements of EE architectures
can be limited by miniaturising
the cables, plugs and components
of the engine control unit.
However, this potential has now
been largely exhausted.
The growing scope of comfort

functions and connectivity, as well
as higher requirements of
automated driving functions for
redundancy and functional safety,
could be met with a fully

independent second power supply
and signal distribution level
including sensors and processors.
However, this would make the EE
architecture about twice as
expensive as before and
significantly heavier. It would also
take up more space.

New thinking
The industry needs to meet this
architecture overload with a
completely new approach that is
characterised by flexibility
(standardised modular
components, defined interfaces
between hardware and software)
and resilience (fail-operational
according to Asil D and
continuous diagnostic capability).
With a smart vehicle architecture
approach, safety can be ensured
by at least two batteries and
power circuits, for example.
Network stability can be achieved
by prioritising safety-relevant data
traffic. Furthermore, a multi-path
topology allows data traffic to be
routed to its destination via
alternative paths.
This is possible through a step-

by-step implementation of
individual components into the
existing electrical system
structures, because due to

scalability and back-blocking a
completely new architectural
approach is considered unlikely
by most OEMs. In parallel, an
organisational paradigm shift is
recommendable: Up to now, first
subsystems and vehicle
electronics are defined and then
the necessary wiring system is
considered afterwards. However,
a holistic definition of the EE
architecture at the beginning of
development is more
advantageous.

Domains not fragments
At the heart of this architecture
approach is a scalable networking
concept that covers various
vehicle segments and automation
levels from Level 3 to 5. Its core
consists of a few multi-domain
computers.
An example of this is the central

driver assistance controller in the
Audi A8 model. In the future,
powerful computing platforms
such as this will take over
gateway functions for internal and
external data traffic (connectivity
and V2X), calculations for drive
management and infotainment
functions.
Thanks to their performance,

these multi-domain computers can
support each other as a fallback
level for safety-relevant driving
functions. These ECUs will help
to contain the current proliferation
of more than 100 separate ECUs
and remove complexity from the
EE architecture. At present,
consolidation to three or possibly
just two central computers is not
feasible due to processor power,
power dissipation and the amount
of data to be evaluated.
The technical prerequisites are

available with modern

semiconductor technologies and
data buses with extremely high
bandwidth. Ethernet and HDbaseT
with up to 10Gbit/s are just the
beginning. Another approach
would be lossless pre-
compression and pre-evaluation in
so-called zone controllers, which
read sensors, collect data and
operate actuators decentrally in
the vehicle.
The automotive industry is

researching such algorithms with
minimal latency times for
compression and decompression.
Nevertheless, the race between
existing bandwidth of data
networks and increasing
resolution of sensors as well as
associated higher data volume
will remain essential
characteristics of further
developments in automated
driving.

Multifunctional satellites
The automotive industry is
already developing a completely
new approach with the so-called
power data centres (PDCs). These
are zonally distributed control
units, ideally in the four corners of

the vehicle where the
concentration of sensors for
autonomous driving is very high,
as is the electrical power
requirement of the actuators. Two
additional PDCs in the B-pillar
area are conceivable for vehicles
with particularly extensive
equipment, such as those in the
premium segment.
The PDCs can distribute the

power for the surrounding
electronic systems, collect and
distribute the many raw sensor
data to the central computers,
where they are processed for
automated driving commands. In
addition, the PDCs can perform
simpler control functions such as
light, trailer or audio system,
enabling a reduction in the
number of comfort control units
even further.
As innovative systems, the

PDCs can have smart fuses with
diagnostic functions. Although
these can be somewhat more cost-
intensive than conventional fuses,
their diagnostic capability could
increase functional safety. In
addition, their configurable fuse
characteristics could enable a

significant reduction in the
average line cross-section.
For example, PDCs could

diagnose the power supply. In
general, the approach provides for
two separate, galvanically
separated batteries that can be
operated with different voltages,
such as 12 and 48V. Since the
power is distributed to the PDCs
and from there to the individual
consumers via a ring topology, the
smart fuses of the PDCs could
detect short-circuits through a fast
and precise analysis of the current
behaviour and switch off and
isolate the relevant network
segment.
However, this must be done so

quickly that the applied voltage
does not fall below the
permissible value of 6V in the
12V on-board network. To
achieve this, it is important to set
up a test bench with self-learning
software and artificial intelligence
that addresses error analyses via
the PDCs and find possible
answers.

Data traffic
The data traffic between sensors,
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Automotive wiring in a future electronic architecture

PDCs and multi-domain
computers can take place with a
ring topology so that power
supply or data traffic via the other
branch of the ring topology is
guaranteed in the event of faults
and failures. The preferred
transmission technology is either
8Gbit/s HDbaseT technology or
10Gbit/s Ethernet. In addition, the
PDCs can be linked to the central
gateway via a star-shaped Can-FD
network so certain functions are
quickly available after the vehicle
has been woken up.
In addition, the concept provides

a cross-connection for the most
important sensors: for example,
the radar sensor on the right front
can still deliver data even if the
right front PDC fails, as it is
connected to the power supply
and data line of the left front
PDC. This sensor clustering
enables enough depth of
information to be maintained at

every part of the vehicle. Even if a
PDC fails, a vehicle can continue
to flow in the traffic in a
controlled manner and stop safely.
In addition to diagnostic

capability, intelligent safety
concept and energy management,
the technology can offer further
features for functional safety. The
zonal division and thus reduction
of cable harnesses, as well as the
extensive use of standard
components, can simplify
automated production
significantly. This is also in line
with the wishes of many OEMs,
which not only expect a higher
level of automation in wiring
system production, but also higher
manufacturing quality and
reduced costs.
Finally, the traceability of

manufacturing processes and
parameters can be improved.
However, this higher level of
automation can only be achieved

with the early involvement of
electrical system experts in the
vehicle’s development.

Summary
It is possible to create a paradigm
shift in data processing. This
approach allows sensor data to be
evaluated on site to limit data
traffic in the network. New
broadband transmission
technologies, high-performance
computers and big data now
enable the opposite. A smart
approach to a vehicle’s
architecture allows powerful
domain computers to gain a
variety of insights from raw data,
supporting driving, databases in
the cloud or directly adjacent
vehicles.
This intelligent network,

consisting of power supply, data
transmission and domain
computers, not only offers a very
high level of functional security
and redundancy but the
integration of different functions
on a few domain computers also
reduces costs. It’s no doubt that
the future of autonomous mobility
hinges on a complete overhaul
and re-architecture of the nervous
system of a vehicle. The future
will be one that will deliver a fast,
safe and reliable distribution of
data and power, and automotive
players that achieve this will be
the ones that win the race to
developing the world’s safest,
fully autonomous vehicles.

Christian Schäfer
is director of
electrical and
electronic systems
at Aptiv’s mobility
architecture group
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Following the unveiling of
the Ami One Concept in
February, Citroën has now

presented its 19_19 Concept,
which it describes as an
unconventional expression of the
future, existing outside traditional
automotive cues.
The car has a cabin styled as a

SEEING THE LIGHT

Citroën’s latest
concept focuses on
comfort in the
cabin for driver
and passengers in
autonomous mode

living room through its
architecture and materials,
plunging each occupant into a
cocoon in which each seat is a
comfort experience.
The full-electric concept car has

a range of 800km and a suspended
cabin with progressive hydraulic
cushions suspension and smart

active control. It also features
autonomous driving technologies
and a proactive personal assistant
that interacts seamlessly with
everyone on-board.
The car was revealed at

VivaTech in Paris last month.
“The 19_19 Concept is our

technological and innovative

vision of the automotive future,”
said Linda Jackson, Citroën global
CEO. “It conserves the
fundamentals that have made
Citroën what it is over the last 100
years, a brand that listens to its
customers and systematically
focuses on human aspects,
consistent with its Inspired by You

brand signature. Design,
creativity, comfort and innovation
are and will remain central to
Citroën’s DNA, as demonstrated
by the 19_19 Concept.”
The suspended cabin has a

layout influenced by the world of
furniture with individual seats,
each one expressing a different
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vision of comfort.
With the help of artificial

intelligence, the concept car is
equipped with a personal assistant
built into the dashboard that takes
control of the vehicle during
autonomous driving and interacts
with passengers via an intuitive
and proactive system that
anticipates the needs of each
occupant.
The car charges via induction

technology where the
infrastructure is in place, either
when the car is moving or when it
is stationary.
The body design resembles the

fuselage of an aircraft and the
transparent bubble of a helicopter.
The capsule levitates above four
tall and narrow wheels, with the
passengers transported by a car
that appears to fly over the road.
The four wheels are set squarely

on the far corners of the body; it
has a 3.0m wheelbase that makes
room for a large battery.
The side of the body has a black

panel that blends into the front
doors; this serves as a welcome
interface for drivers approaching

the vehicle. The car acts as a
personal assistant, recognising the
driver, welcoming them and
interacting with them through the
black panel by displaying

Personal assistant module: Raised position in autonomous mode
and lowered in support mode

The interior has a range of seating options

animated graphic messages, for
example illustrating the locking
and unlocking of the doors.
The glazed area at the front is

grey-tinted so passengers can see
and be seen at mid-height. At the
rear, blue micro-perforated trim
safeguards the privacy of
passengers, enabling them to see
out while not being seen. The
passenger experience in rows one
and two are different, highlighted
by two different colours – black at
the front and blue at the rear.
The transparent sculpted double

bonnet channels a stream of air
towards the windscreen to
enhance aerodynamics. The short
upper bonnet serves as a spoiler
and as a medium for the light
signature, which is formed from
two strips of light in a Y shape,
consistent with the brand’s most

The rear has a light signature with two LED light strips
forming a Y with the chevrons

recent concept cars such as
CXperience and Ami One
Concept. A full LED light
signature partition features the
chevrons in the shape of a
geometric double notch. The rear
has the same light signature, with
two LED light strips forming a Y
with the chevrons.
The glazed bubble of the interior

is visible under the double bonnet.
From the cabin, passengers can
watch the road beneath their feet.
The upper and rearmost part of
the bonnet is fitted with two rear-
facing cameras that replace
conventional door mirrors.
The roof is surmounted by two

lidar laser-detection measurement
systems above the rear
passengers. Resembling a twin
tailplane, the lidars are made to
stand out and are entirely separate

from the body. Similar to the
aviation sector, they work in sets
of two for better stability.
The subframe was designed like

a skateboard, housing the electric
batteries and technical
components. Streamlined, the
subframe comprises aerodynamic
appendices and piping to optimise
airflow, as well as sensors and
radars for the operation of the
vehicle. At the rear, underneath
the cabin, the stem shape
enhances aerodynamics by closing
the airflow, inspired by the fin of
an aeroplane.
“With 19_19 Concept, we

sought to rewrite the automotive
rule book with a high-impact
vehicle featuring a strong and
powerful design inspired by the
world of aviation,” said Pierre
Leclercq, head of design at
Citroën. “As an aerodynamic and
technological comfort bubble
floating above the road, 19_19
Concept showcases details like
the new-generation light
signatures, the aerodynamic
appendices and the wheels

developed by Goodyear.”
Similar to a living room with a

sofa, chaise longue, ottomans and
reading armchairs, each seat in the
cabin offers a different experience
and postural comfort according to
each passenger’s needs.
Passengers can customise settings.
The driver’s seat has simplified

controls and a protective structure
that houses a soft and enveloping
comfortable seat. The back of the
seat and the oversized headrest are
scooped in terms of shape. With
the driver comfortably settled in,
the vehicle simplifies their
experience with augmented reality
and a head-up display on the
windscreen.
The front passenger seat is semi-

reclined so the passenger can
concentrate on non-road related
activities, similar to a business
class seat on a long-haul flight.
The passenger can relax, stretch
out their legs and experiencing
home-like comfort on lengthy
journeys.
Rear-seat passengers are equally

cosseted, with seats forming a
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sofa extending back to the boot,
like the sundeck of a Riva boat.
All the components – seats and
seat backs, ceiling and boot – are
upholstered in the same material.
Passengers can rest their heads on
an intricate hammock-style weave
of red elastic fabrics laid out in a
chevron shape.
The dashboard showcases the

steering wheel and the personal
assistant function. The borderless
glazed area under the dashboard
can be transformed into a film
projection screen for the
entertainment of the passengers.
Smooth and flat, it faces the
passengers and establishes
continuity between the exterior
and interior. It also has a
transparent glazed area on its
lower section so there is a view of
the exterior. The suspension and
the road underneath the vehicle
are visible from the cabin, below
the dashboard, giving occupants
the impression of hovering over
the road as in a helicopter. The
crosswise cloth upholstery
heightens this impression as it
features throughout the cabin, like
a magic carpet.

The steering wheel remains so
the driver can take back control of
the vehicle where necessary, but it
can drive autonomously without
any supervision from the driver.
The steering wheel is original in
terms of its shape and materials. It
consists of a marble-like mineral
resin that is warm to the touch. In
the centre there is a screen with an
animated display of the Citroën
chevrons from across the
generations. The screen is
monostable so the chevrons
remain horizontal when the wheel
is turned. To reduce driver
distraction, the chevron animation
stops when the vehicle begins to
move.
An heir to Xantia Activa, the

concept car is equipped with a
smart and actively controlled
suspension system. The
suspension actively reads the road
ahead to eliminate all jolts,
supplementing the progressive
hydraulic cushions system already
available on the C4 Cactus and C5
Aircross SUV. The concept is
suspended above the road to
improve comfort for passengers,
regardless of their posture and

seating position, while eliminating
cornering sensations. The
suspension has been designed so
the wheels move relative to the
cabin, which remains completely
stable and movement-free.
The tyres are predictive, feeling

the road and weather conditions
thanks to smart sensors that assist
the autonomous driving control by
transmitting data. These enables
the car to determine the optimal
autonomous driving mode,
influencing speed, braking, road
holding and stability.
Thanks to the proactive personal

assistant equipped with artificial
intelligence, the cabin is without
any touchscreens or buttons, but is
home to projection and
information areas. There are
welcome screens on the doors.
The personal assistant

anticipates the needs of occupants,
proposing actions even before the
passengers express their needs,
reducing the number of
interactions required by
passengers with the vehicle.
The assistant is the brain and

nervous system at the heart of car.
Proactive and predictive, it can
propose alternatives to the initial
route, detours to visit points of
interest based on browsing
history, breaks in pleasant nearby
locations, and renowned
restaurants in the surrounding
area. The vehicle mapping enables
messages, issued by the car, to be
sent directly to the person
concerned without disturbing the
other occupants.
The assistant has two positions

on the dashboard. When the driver
is driving, it is in support mode,
so it is located on the lower
section, under the dashboard. It
remains active and proactive, butDesign of lidar laser-detection measurement assemblies on roof

Two lidar laser-detection measurement assemblies on the roof

does not take control of driving.
The driver does not have visual
contact with the rear-projection
area, to comply with driver
distraction rules and to ensure a
completely safe drive. In this
mode, the projection area on the
dashboard is reserved exclusively
for the passengers, who can relax
with a film.
In autonomous mode, the

steering wheel, pedals and
steering wheel retract, the driver’s
seat moves backwards to provide
more legroom, and the assistant
slides up the dashboard to take
control. It then becomes the
vehicle supervisor and frees up
the projection area under the
dashboard for all occupants –
including the driver – whose role
switches to that of a passenger, as
the concept is now in autonomous
mode.
A simple sentence will suffice to

interact with the vehicle, select a
playlist, activate a film, video
game or app, adjust the cabin
temperature and lighting, make a
phone call, or send a message.
The assistant is equipped with
voice recognition via natural
language developed by Silicon
Valley start-up SoundHound. This
technology – to be installed on
new PSAmodels and future
Citroën models – is based on deep
meaning understanding
technology that can respond
instantly to several questions
asked in a single sentence, as a
human being would. This is said
to provide the fastest voice
recognition in the world and
understands natural speech in 40
languages.
The concept was created to

make driving easier in all road
conditions. Equipped with

autonomous driving technologies,
it can take over and manage
vehicle control automatically, so
drivers can get on with other, non-
driving related occupations. When
the driver takes back control –
either due to the road
infrastructure or because they
simply want to enjoy the driving
experience – the system can make
driving easier and bring drivers
more safety and peace-of-mind.
All driving information is

displayed in the driver’s field of
vision, using a head-up display on
the windscreen in a nod to the
system on the C6. The display
assists drivers with augmented
reality functions, providing the
most relevant information in the
best place. For example, it
projects navigation data directly
on to the road, with arrows
showing the route more clearly,
along with one-way streets and
any dangers to be avoided.
The car takes control in certain

driving phases, including on
motorways or in traffic jams.
Drivers can let themselves be
driven entirely by the vehicle in

complete safety. The driver can
take back control whenever they
like, for example to enjoy the at-
the-wheel experience. They may
be required to do so in certain
more complex situations, such as
in traffic through obstacle-filled
city centres.
The all-electric drivetrain can

accelerate the car from 0 to
100km/h in five seconds, reaching
a top speed of 200km/h. Driven
by 100kWh batteries, the 4WD
drivetrain comprises two motors
(one at the front, one at the rear)
and develops torque of 800Nm
and power of 340kW.
“The year of its 100th

anniversary, Citroën is projecting
into the future two of key
attributes of the brand’s DNA,
building on the success of its
range today: bold design and 21st
century comfort with four seats
featuring their own individual
universes, all-electric drivetrain, a
proactive personal assistant and
autonomous driving
technologies,” said Xavier
Peugeot, head of products for
Citroën.
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An automotive image
sensor from Omnivision
Technologies enables
multiple functions in one
camera for driver state
monitoring and viewing
applications such as video
conferencing.

The ability to capture
RGB and IR images with
one global shutter (GS)
sensor reduces the num-
ber of cameras and sys-
tem cost.

The OV2312 enables
dual-mode cameras with

motion-artefact-free im-
ages at resolutions of
1600 x 1300 at 60fps and
1280 x 720 at 90fps.

The 2MP GS sensor
comes in a 7.2 by 6.1mm
automotive chip-scale
package, so cameras can
be out of sight from driv-
ers and passengers.

For use without visible
light, it uses the 3.0µm
Omnipixel 3-GS architec-
ture, which provides a
near-infra-red quantum
efficiency of 14% at

Image sensor allows
multiple functions
in single camera

940nm wavelength.
It capture images with

the quality required for
driver eye and gaze track-
ing when running in sin-
gle mode at 60fps, and
reduces power consump-
tion and cost by using
fewer IR LEDs. The sen-
sor itself consumes
190mW in typical condi-
tions.

It can be synchronised
with the on-off pulses of

the system’s IR light
source. Additionally, its
array size of 1600 x 1300
pixels is designed to fit
the driver head box in a
way that ensures reliable
monitoring regardless of
driver height, seat posi-
tion or vehicle cockpit de-
sign.

Samples are available
now, and it is AEC-Q100
grade-two certified for
automotive applications.

Rohm has added four au-
tomotive-grade IGBTs for
inverters used in electron-
ics compressors and
switching circuits used in
positive temperature co-
efficient (PTC) heaters.

The RGS AEC-Q101-
compliant IGBTs come in
1200 and 650V variants.

The demand for sys-
tems that use circulating
warm water with a PTC
heater as a heat source
has been increasing.
IGBTs that operate at low
frequency are commonly
used in inverters and
switches for these appli-
cations. Especially in
electric vehicles, the
power consumption of
the compressor and heater

At last month’s PCIM in
Nuremberg, Cissoid an-
nounced automotive ICs
in its CXT series for op-
eration from -55 to
+175˚C, in excess of
AEC-Q100 grade 0.

The CXT-STA4919 is a
50mA adjustable linear
voltage regulator generat-
ing any regulated voltage
from +3.3 to +28V from
an input between +4.5
and +35V. It is self-pro-
tected with a built-in cur-
rent limiter and thermal
protection.

The regulator is avail-
able in a PSOIC8 pack-
age with exposed pad for
small PCB footprint and
low thermal resistance.

The company also in-
troduced the CXT-

ICs beat AEC-Q100 grade 0
741Gxx automotive con-
figurable logic gates in a
SOT-23-6 package.

These configurable in-
tegrated products enable
13 logic functions includ-
ing inverter, buffer, AND,
NAND, OR, NOR, XOR,
XNOR, mux and D flip-
flop.

These low power cmos
devices have a supply
voltage range from 1.65
to 5.5V. Inputs feature
Schmitt triggers for im-
munity to slow changing
signals and can be driven
with signals above the
supply voltage.

IGBTs target PTC
heaters in EVs

affects the driving range,
and therefore improved
efficiency is desirable.

Another trend is the in-
crease in battery capacity
to improve driving range.
Especially in Europe,
higher voltage batteries
(800V) require power de-
vices with low loss and
higher withstand volt-
ages, which increases the
demand for 650 and
1200V IGBTs.

A cockpit reference sys-
tem from Renesas pro-
vides an out-of-the-box
development experience
for digital cockpit appli-
cation design.

Based on the firm’s R-
Car M3 SoC, it combines
production focused, mod-
ule-level hardware and
software with additional
software from Renesas’
automotive partner net-
work to ease system-level
design.

Users can reconfigure,
upgrade or expand the
system to create a tailored

Cockpit reference eases
system-level designing

product.
It is delivered as a trans-

parent mixture of free and
open-source software,
Renesas software and
third-party software.

OEMs and production
partners can modify,
change and distribute the
code to best fit the appli-
cation.

The ECU reference de-

livers a functional base-
line implementation for
multi-function display
cockpit applications. The
turnkey, automotive, LP
DDR4 memory reference
design addresses high-
speed IO interface design,
with design and test col-
lateral.

Delivered as source
code, the software pack-
age lets users jumpstart
application design.

The package represents
a complete reference
cockpit, including board
support package and driv-
ers, operating system, vir-
tualisation example,
automotive-grade Linux
example, middleware and
a full application layer.

Noise filter ferrite beads
from Murata for automo-
tive networks use power
over coaxial with high
impedance, high frequen-
cies and supporting cur-
rents up to 1400mA.

The BLM18DN_SH se-
ries uses an internal elec-
trode that limits the size
to 1.6 by 0.8mm (1608)
with a maximum DC re-
sistance of 0.12Ω and
maximum rated current
of 1400mA while sup-
porting frequencies at
1GHz.

The devices are AEC-
Q200 compliant.

Ferrite beads

TT Electronics has an-
nounced two products for
rail and military vehicles.

The SteadiShield con-
nector and the OcTrain
10Gbit Ethernet contact
can be used in braking
systems, trackside and
signalling cables, drivers’
cabin equipment, and
telecoms equipment.

SteadiShield is a re-
verse bayonet connector
for designs requiring one
connector with multiple
Ethernet screens. A metal
insert provides instant
screen termination within
a common ground to im-
prove reliability. This
connector has power dis-
tribution capabilities and
provides 360˚ screening

with no additional com-
ponents required.

Five multi-pole contact
styles are available –
coax, twinax, triax,
quadrax and 10Gbit Eth-
ernet.

For compatibility with
the firm’s ABMP connec-
tors, OcTrain meets
high-speed connection re-
quirements to aid heavy

data consumption in
harsh environments. This
contact is suitable for 22
and 24 AWG wire, Cat
6A and 7 cable, and a
range of cable jackets
from 4 to 8.1mm.

The connectors provide
quick disconnect, 500
mated cycles minimum,
and RoHS and EN45545-
2 compliance.

Connecting rail and military vehicles
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A single-chip embedded
motor driver from
Melexis has 64kbyte flash
memory and can drive
BLDC motors from 100
to 1000W.

The MLX81206 sup-
ports a Lin 1.x or 2.x and
SAE J602 compliant in-
terface and is for pre-dri-
ving high-power BLDC
motors.

With the ability to drive
12V motors in either a
sensor or sensorless con-
figuration, it is suitable
for silent and high-perfor-
mance hvac blowers, en-
gine cooling fans and
pumps in conventional,
hybrid and full electric
vehicles.

Integration brings to-
gether an embedded
driver with high-voltage
analogue circuitry and
digital technology, in-
cluding flash and non-
volatile ram along with an
embedded microcon-
troller.

It can interface to a
range of sensors, such as
the MLX90380 resolver
for dynamic pumps
driven in field-oriented-
control mode.

This IC can be deliv-
ered in a QFN32
(MLX81206) or leaded
TQFP48 (MLX81208)
package.

Motor driver

The MX471C data acqui-
sition module from HBM
uses the Can FD protocol
and is part of the industry
standard’s Quantum X
family, providing engi-
neers with universal and
flexible ways to integrate
data acquisition systems
into Can bus networks.

Can FD solves the
bandwidth limitation
problem of classical Can
by allowing bit-rates
higher than 1Mbit/s. In
addition, it supports pay-
loads in Can FD mes-
sages up to 64byte. Many
automotive companies
make use of this in-
creased bandwidth for
electric vehicles.

The module allows the
synchronous integration
of up to four Can net-
works and can be ex-
panded as required. The
module, combined with a

DAQ module uses Can FD
data recorder and ana-
logue measurement mod-
ules, is for mobile vehicle
tests and as a measure-
ment gateway in test
benches.

With the channel in
recorder mode, any num-
ber of signals – such as
vehicle speed, steering
wheel position or brake
command – can be ac-
quired simultaneously,
with the analogue inputs
of other Quantum X am-
plifiers and used, for ex-
ample, to trigger data

storage. This reduces the
need for manually applied
sensors in the prototype
phase and simplifies test-
ing due to a smaller setup
duration.

For applications in
harsh environments such
as in mobile data acquisi-
tion for lorries or excavat-
ing machines, a rugged
version – Somat XR
MX471C-R Can FD –
has been developed. This
module is shock resistant
with IP65 and IP67 pro-
tection.

A 200kW silicon carbide
(SiC) automotive inverter
evaluation system from
Silicon Valley start-up
Pre-Switch lets power de-
sign engineers investigate
the accuracy of the com-
pany’s soft switching ar-
chitecture over varying
load, temperature, device
tolerance and degradation
conditions.

The CleanWave plat-
form, including the Pre-
Drive 3 controller board,
powered by the Pre-Flex
FPGA and RPG resonant
power gate driver board,
virtually eliminates
switching losses, en-
abling switching at
100kHz, improving low
torque motor efficiency.

High switching frequ-
ency also reduces motor
copper and iron losses.
For electric vehicles this
results in an increase in
range of five to 12%.

The soft-switching
product also benefits in-
dustrial motors, solar,
wind and traction applica-
tions or any other power
converter requirement
greater than 100kW.

Previously, the limited
switching frequency of
inverters resulted in a dis-
tortion of the output
power sine wave causing
excessive motor ineffi-
ciencies. The inverter

SiC evaluation board
shows EV benefits

evaluation system uses
artificial intelligence to
adjust constantly the rela-

tive timing of elements
within the switching sys-
tem required to force a

resonance to offset the
current and voltage wave
forms, thereby reducing
switching losses and in-
creasing EV range.

The firm’s forced-reso-
nant soft-switching topol-
ogy replaces the
traditional IGBT driver or
SiC driver with a com-
mon intelligent controller
board, Pre-Drive 3, and a
specific plug-in RPG
module optimised for the
chosen SiC or IGBT
package.

The architecture in-
creases efficiency and
range, while reducing
size and weight.

Tested reference designs
for battery management
and traction inverter sys-
tems have been issued by
Texas Instruments along
with analogue circuits
with monitoring and pro-
tection features to help re-
duce CO2 emissions and
let hybrid electric and full
electric vehicles drive
further and longer.

Scalable across six to
96-series cell supervision
circuits, the battery man-

agement reference design
uses the BQ79606A-Q1
battery monitor and bal-
ancer. It implements this
in a daisy chain to create
an accurate design for
three- to 378-series, 12V
to 1.5kV lithium-ion bat-
tery packs.

It monitors temperature
and voltage and helps in-
crease battery life and
time on the road. The
monitor has safe-state
communications that help

designers meet Asil D.
To protect powertrain

units such as a 48V starter
generator from overheat-
ing, the TMP235-Q1 ana-
logue output temperature
sensor has a quiescent
current of 9µA and pro-
vides ±0.5˚C typical and
±2.5˚C maximum accu-
racy from -40 to +150˚C
to help traction inverter
systems react to tempera-
ture surges and react ap-
propriately.

Reference designs for EV monitoring

Automotive grade AC
line rated ceramic disc
safety capacitors from
Vishay Intertechnology
have AEC-Q200 qualifi-
cation for class X1 (760V
AC) and Y1 (500V AC)
applications in accor-
dance with IEC 60384-
14.4.

For electric, hybrid
electric and plug-in-
electric vehicles, the BC
components AY1 devices
are for AC line filtering
and primary and second-
ary coupling in on-board
chargers and DC-DC con-
verters. They can with-
stand 85/85/1000h biased
humidity testing, 1000
temperature cycles from -
55 to +125˚C, and ten
10kV pulses per polarity.

Capacitance range is
470 to 4700pF, with toler-

Capacitors suit X1 and Y1 applications
ances of ±20%.

The devices consist of a
copper-plated ceramic
disc with tinned copper-
clad steel connection
leads offering 0.6 or
0.8mm diameters, and are
available with
straight leads with
spacing of 10 or
12.5mm.

RoHS-compliant,
halogen-free and
Vishay Green, the
components have
encapsulation made
of flame-resistant
epoxy resin in accor-
dance with UL94 V-
0.

In parallel, the
company‘s existing
AY2 series of auto-
motive grade AC line
rated ceramic disc
safety capacitors has

been extended with two
components offering ca-
pacitance to 6.8 and 10nF.
They provide AEC-Q200
qualification for class X1
(440V AC) and Y2 (300V
AC) applications.
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At last month’s PCIM in
Nuremberg, On Semicon-
ductor introduced a SiC
based hybrid IGBT and
associated isolated high
current IGBT gate driver.

The AFGHL-50T65-
SQDC uses the field stop
silicon-based IGBT and
SiC Schottky barrier
diode technology to re-
duce conduction and
switching losses in multi-
ple power applications,
including those that will
benefit from reduced re-
verse recovery losses,
such as totem pole based
bridgeless power factor
correction and inverters.

The device is rated for
650V operation and can
handle continuous cur-
rents up to 100A at +25˚C
or 50A at +100˚C, as well
as pulsed currents up to
200A. For greater current
capability, a positive tem-

SiC hybrid IGBT and gate driver

perature co-efficient al-
lows parallel operation.

Modern EVs use energy
to travel and, in some
cases, store energy. This
requires a bi-directional
charger that must have ef-
ficient switching to en-
sure energy is not wasted
during the transfer. In this
use case, an IGBT with
external SiC diode can be
more efficient than a

mosfet as there are no as-
sociated forward or re-
verse recovery losses.

It can operate with junc-
tion temperatures up to
+175˚C. It is AEC-Q101
qualified.

Also at the show were
high-current single-chan-
nel IGBT drivers. The
NCD(V)57000 series is
aimed at multiple power
applications including

solar inverters, motor
drives, uninterruptible
power systems and auto-
motive applications such
as powertrain and PTC
heaters.

The devices have com-
plementary inputs, open
drain fault and ready out-
puts, an active Miller
clamp, accurate under-
voltage lockout, desat
protection with soft turn
off, negative gate voltage
pin, and separate high and
low driver outputs for de-
sign flexibility.

The galvanic isolation
is rated at greater than
5kV RMS, which meets
the requirements of
UL1577; the working
voltage is greater than
1200V; and the devices
guarantee 8mm creepage
distance to meet rein-
forced safety isolation re-
quirements.

An LED driver family
from Allegro Microsys-
tems eliminates PWM au-
dible noise with a
patented control method.

The A8060x LED back-
light drivers use pre-emp-
tive boost (PEB) control,
eliminating noise that is
typically audible.

PEB control reduces
Vout ripple and eliminates
the problem of audible
noise from ceramic out-
put capacitors during
PWM dimming, while
also requiring less output
capacitance overall.

Systems can achieve an
LED brightness contrast
ratio of 15,000:1 using
PWM-only dimming at
200Hz. A higher ratio of
150,000:1 is possible
when combining PWM
and analogue dimming.

The ALT80600 and
A80603 combine a
switching converter with
integrated mosfet and
four current sinks, while
the A80601 and A80602
drive an external boost fet
for higher output power.

All devices can be con-

figured in a boost or sin-
gle-ended primary-induc-
tor converter (sepic)
topology to cover various
application configura-
tions. The switching con-
verters are for low EMI,
including programmable
switching frequency, con-
trolled switching slew
rate and programmable
dithering.

A clock-out pin allows
other switching convert-
ers to be synchronised to
the A8060x switching fre-
quency for enhanced EMI
performance.

The family is for all
types of automotive back-
lighting, including audio-
video systems as well as
instrument clusters and
head-up displays.

These devices offer an
input range from single
power supply from 4.5 to
40V. Once started, they
can operate down to 3.9V.
This allows the parts to
withstand stop-start, cold
crank, double battery and
load dump conditions en-
countered in automotive
systems.

LED drivers eliminate
PWM audible noise

A wire-to-board RF coax-
ial IDC connector from
AVX is for industrial and
automotive applications.

The 00-6791 connector
comprises two small, sin-
gle-pieces suited to dif-
ferent types of coaxial
cable and has a patented
one-touch coaxial cable
termination mechanism
that simplifies the con-
nection process.

It is said to deliver bet-
ter RF performance than
cables soldered directly to
a PCB. It measures 10 by
6.6 by 3.9mm when
seated.

Mechanical bracing im-
proves performance and it
is compatible with auto-
mated SMT pick-and-
place processing and
automated lead-free re-
flow soldering.

The connector is com-
patible with Bluetooth,
GPS, GSM and wlan pro-
tocols and is rated for
0.5A depending on the
cable, 125V AC opera-
tion, 70N of horizontal
pull-force, 20N of verti-
cal pull-force, and fre-
quencies up to 6GHz.

Applications include

shark fin automotive an-
tennas.

The termination process
requires three steps: strip
the outer jacket and braid
shield, insert the cable
with the inner jacket still
intact, and manually or
automatically depress the
insulator cap. This
process allows the IDC
contacts to pierce the
coaxial cable jacket and
dielectric, and make di-
rect contact with the braid
shield and conductor at
the same time.

Three windows in the
insulator caps reveal the
position of the cable,
enabling visual confirma-
tion of proper termina-
tion, and are compatible
with camera-enabled au-
tomated cable positioning
verification.

The caps can be re-
moved to expose the con-
tact tails, which can then
be heated and either re-
worked or removed as
well.

Operating temperature
is -40 to +105˚C, with
heat resistance during
reflow extending to
+260˚C.

Coaxial connector
ups RF performance


